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1.0

Project Overview

GCT Canada is planning to expand the existing Deltaport Intermodal Yard (Deltaport IY) to help meet
projected rail capacity requirements. The rail yard expansion is the second stage of Deltaport
Terminal, Road and Rail Improvement Project (DTRRIP), Port Metro Vancouver’s (PMV) cost-efficient,
multi-phased expansion.
GCT Canada’s densification approach to the Intermodal Yard Reconfiguration reflects the company’s
priority to increase operational efficiency with as little impact on the environment and community as
possible. The project will be completed within GCT Deltaport’s existing footprint, without the need
for additional land creation or greenfield development.
Since the project was initially reviewed and approved by PMV, GCT Canada has proposed
improvements to the original plan that include reconfiguring the original rail track to optimize the
terminal’s design, increasing capacity, reducing equipment travel time and greenhouse gas
emissions. Older, electric rail mounted gantry cranes (RMGs) will be replaced with the latest
generation of semi-automated, electric RMGs. GCT Canada’s Deltaport IY Project will increase overall
capacity by 33 per cent.

Figure 1: Profile view of the existing, original proposed design and revised proposed reconfiguration
to the GCT Canada Deltaport Intermodal Yard.
The GCT Deltaport Intermodal Yard Reconfiguration also includes a new 3,930-square metre (42,300square foot) Rail Maintenance Building that will provide the workshop space needed to maintain the
new, state-of-the-art container handling equipment.
2.0

Consultation Program & Outcomes

In 2011 and 2012, PMV conducted public consultation to share information about DTRRIP, including
the Deltaport IY project, and to gather feedback from stakeholders, government, and community
members. Activities included: meetings, presentations, distributions of a project discussion guide

and feedback forms, website updates, open houses, as well as responses to enquiries and
comments sent into the project office via email, fax or phone.
Information on PMV's consultation on the DTRRIP project can be found here:
http://www.portmetrovancouver.com/working-with-us/permitting/status-of-applications/deltaportterminal-road-and-rail-improvement-project/

In May 2015, as part of GCT Canada’s application to PMV to begin work on the IY project, GCT
Canada undertook additional public consultation to provide detailed information about the
proposed Intermodal Yard reconfiguration project to government, stakeholders and the community.
The public comment period started on Saturday, May 30, 2015 with the open house and closed on
Friday, June 12, 2015.
Activities included:
1. GCT Canada Presentation to Port Community Liaison Committee (Delta)
GCT Canada presented to the PCLC (Delta) on May 28, including a question and answer
session. The presentation was well received, and GCT Canada responded to three questions
and comments from three PCLC members. Specifically, the company provided responses to
inquiries about the number of jobs affected at the terminal, whether the reconfiguration had
been implemented elsewhere, and whether the ALR lands adjacent to the Gulf Yard would
be developed as part of BCR’s offsite rail improvements.
The presentation is included in Appendix 1 and is posted on the PCLC (Delta) website:
http://www.portmetrovancouver.com/en/community/CommunityLiaisonCommittees/PCLC.a
spx.
2. Mail Drop
GCT Canada notified local residents and businesses in the English Bluff area about the public
Information Session by distributing 800 household flyers via mail drop.
In addition, approximately 200 non-Tsawwassen First Nations members living on TFN lands
in subdivisions also received flyers. Tsawwassen First Nations community members received
notification through their internally distributed bulletin.
A copy of the community notice (Information Session Flyer) and the notification area maps
for both the English Bluff area and Tswawwassen First Nation region are included in
Appendix 6.
3. Public Information Open House
GCT Canada hosted a 4-hour public information open house, with participation by Port
Metro Vancouver staff, at the Delta Town and Country Inn on Saturday, May 30th, 2015. The
date, time and location of the session was advertised twice weekly, two weeks in advance in
the Delta Optimist (circulation of 17,250) and Surrey North Delta Leader (circulation of

82,583) newspapers. The ads appeared in both the Surrey-North Delta Leader and Delta
Optimist in the May 15, 2015 and May 22, 2015 editions of each newspaper.
The session provided members of the public and interested stakeholders with an
opportunity to learn more about the proposed intermodal yard reconfiguration project, ask
questions of GCT Canada and Port Metro Vancouver staff, and provide feedback.
52 stakeholders participated in Deltaport Intermodal Yard Reconfiguration project
consultation events:
 39 attended the Information Session
 11 committee members attended the PCLC presentation
 2 local stakeholders (Westshore Terminals and BC Rail) provided feedback to GCT
Canada or PMV
Materials produced for the Information Session included:
 a project fact sheet for participants to review and take home
 a comment form to submit feedback about the session and project
 display boards featuring:
 DTRIPP timeline and project map
 Project overview with a description of Deltaport IY reconfiguration project and
benefits
 A visual comparison of the project design changes
 Description of the new Rail Maintenance Building
 Construction details and potential impacts and mitigation

See appendices 2-7 for copies of the information boards, project fact sheet, public feedback
form, email invitation, Information Session flyer, and newspaper advertisement. Please note,
the project fact sheet (Appendix 3) included a bullet point: 25% increase in overall capacity
at GCT Deltaport. This was an error. The fact sheet should have stated: The new
intermodal yard at Deltaport will enable a 33% increase in overall terminal container
capacity.
4. GCT Canada Website
A webpage dedicated to Deltaport IY Project Updates was established on the GCT Canada
website (www.globalterminalscanada.com/ProjectUpdates/) to provide information about
the project. Included on the website is notification of the Information Session, a project
description, and copies of public consultation materials, including the information boards
and a project fact sheet. The public feedback form was also available on the webpage during
the public comment period.
5. First Nations Information Sharing
GCT Canada worked with Tanya Corbet, Executive Assistant to Chief of the Tsawwassen First
Nation (TFN), to help facilitate distribution of over 200 Information Session flyers to TFN
members. A digital flyer was also distributed electronically to TFN members from through an
internal newsletter. A letter introducing the project and the flyer was also provided to Chief
and Council.

2.1

Feedback Form Results

In the following summary, feedback form results are shown graphically, with key themes from the
additional comments section listed below.
Totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
11 participants provided feedback at the Information Session or via web submission. Not all
participants responded to all feedback form questions. Some submissions included more than one
theme.

When asked to indicate why they attended the Community Open House, participants
indicated the following:
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To learn about the details of the Intermodal Yard Reconfiguration project (9)
To discuss potential project effects, including noise, dust, light or air pollution with GCT
Canada Staff (6)
I'm generally interested in Port development projects (7)
To get more information about job opportunities with GCT Canada (3)

Impacts of the Intermodal Yard Reconfiguration Project During Construction:
When asked to indicate how important the potential effects of proposed construction are,
participants responded as follows:

Dust caused by construction activity
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73% of participants rated dust caused by construction activity as either very important or
somewhat important. 18% rated is as very important.
72% of participants rated noise caused by demolition, reconfiguration and construction
as either very important or somewhat important. 36% rated it as very important.
63% of participants rated emissions from construction equipment as either very
important or somewhat important. 27% rated it as very important.
27% of participants rated truck traffic to and from GCT Deltaport as either very important
or somewhat important. 27% rated it as very important.

Impacts of Reconfigured Intermodal Yard Operations After Completion:
When asked to indicate how important each of the following would be once the reconfigured GCT
Deltaport Intermodal Yard is complete and in operation, participants responded as follows:

Minimizing the effect on local traffic by continuing to
operate GCT Deltaport 24 hours a day to spread out the flow
of traffic to and from the terminal
Maintaining or reducing noise levels at GCT Deltaport

Reduced light by replacing older style light fixtures with
modern, efficient LED light fixtures with less glare and
reduced alias light
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63% of participants rated minimizing the effect on local traffic by continuing to operate
GCT Deltaport 24 hours a day as either very important or somewhat important. 27% rated
it as very important.
81% of participants rated maintaining or reducing noise levels at GCT Deltaport as either
very important or somewhat important. 45% rated it as very important.
72% of participants rated reduced rail tractor emissions from the GCT Deltaport
Intermodal Yard as either very important or somewhat important. 36% rated it as very
important.
91% of participants rated reduced light by replacing older light fixtures as either very
important or somewhat important. 55% rated it as very important.

Requests for Updates:
When asked to indicate which topics they would like to receive further updates about, participants
responded as follows:
 3 participants requested construction status updates
 1 participant requested updates on job postings
 2 participants requested the Engagement Summary Report
 1 participant requested traffic advisories
 1 participant requested updates on bidding opportunities

Additional Comments:
Among the participants who provided additional comments, the following topics were mentioned:
 Noise concerns (1)
 Concerns about blinking truck lights (1)
 Questions about employment at GCT Deltaport, specifically how many positions would be
filled by Ladner and Tsawwassen residents (1)

2.3

GCT Canada Outreach to Stakeholders

The following stakeholders were notified about the project and provided the opportunity to submit
comments or questions to GCT Canada and/or directly to PMV:
Stakeholders
Port Community Liaison
Committee (Delta)

Date
May 28

Corporation of Delta

September 28

Engagement
Presentation to 11 members in
attendance. Participants asked three
questions, which are summarized in the
publicly-available meeting notes.
GCT Canada presented a project
overview to Delta Council Meeting on
September 28, 2015.

English Bluff residents, including
TFN Stahaken Development,
area businesses and adjacent
terminals
Tsawwassen First Nations
residents

May 20

Distributed 800 Open House
notification flyers

May 22

Over 200 open house notification flyer
distributed to remaining leased lands
including Tsatsu Shores
Digital flyer provided to TFN Chief and
Council
Digital flyer distributed electronically to
all TFN members following Council
approval
Emailed notification letter and copy of
Open House flyer

May 29

Delta MLAs & MP
 Scott Hamilton, MLA for
Delta North
 Vicki Huntington, MLA for
Delta South
 Kerry-Lynne Findlay, MP
for Delta-Richmond East

2.4

May 21

Vicki Huntington, MLA for South Delta
and Linda Reid, Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly (MLA for
Richmond East) attended the Open
House

Additional Stakeholder Outreach

In addition to the above mentioned stakeholders, GCT Canada notified local stakeholder
organizations including Westshore Terminals Ltd., BC Rail and other elected government officials
about the project and provided them with the opportunity to submit comments or questions to GCT
Canada and/or directly to PMV.
Westshore, the neighbour to Deltaport, requested that GCT Canada coordinate utility disruptions
with Westshore during construction. The company agreed to coordinate any planned utility
disruptions directly with Westshore in advance and noted that disruptions would be minimal.
BC Rail responded with a letter to Port Metro Vancouver which stated …BCR does not have any
comments regarding the scope, technical, construction, social, or environmental aspects of the
proposed project. The letter also included comments specifically related to BCR’s role as owner and
provider of the rail corridor connecting to Deltaport Terminal. As these comments reference land
outside of Port Metro Vancouver’s jurisdiction, they are not relevant or in scope to GCT Canada’s
permit application.
3.0

Going Forward

As work advances to secure final approval for the project permit from PMV, GCT Canada will
continue to provide the community, stakeholders and Port Metro Vancouver with updates on the
company’s website. Specifically, the website will be updated with current information on the project
status to help ensure members of the community and public can remain informed of developments
of the project, including:



PMV project permit (pending PMV approval)



Construction start and completion notification

The public will also be notified of any new information that impacts the adjacent community, as
necessary, throughout the process. The site can be found at:
http://www.globalterminalscanada.com/ProjectUpdates/
In addition to the website updates, GCT Canada will continue to keep appropriate staff at PMV
apprised of any developments on the terminal during construction and operations.
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Port Community Liaison Committee (Delta) Presentation

Appendix 2
Information Session Display Boards

Appendix 3
Project Fact Sheet

Appendix 4
Feedback Form

Appendix 5
Feedback Form Email Invitation (Sample)
To: Kerry-Lynne Findlay, MP Delta-Richmond East, Minister of National Revenue
Dear Minister Findlay,
It was good to see you on the plane from Ottawa last week.
This is an update on GCT’s proposed reconfiguration of our Deltaport intermodal yard. As you know, we
have been working closely with Port Metro Vancouver on our permit application for this project, and on
Saturday, May 30 we will host an Information Session to provide information to the public.
The project is the second stage of the overall Deltaport Terminal Road and Rail Improvement Project
(“DTRRIP”), a collaboration with PMV, BC Rail and the Province of BC. Further information on DTRRIP is
posted on PMV’s website.
Attached please find our flyer with more information. In brief:
Date: Saturday, May 30
Time: 10:00 am – 2:00 pm
Place: Delta Town & Country Inn (Ballroom), 6005 Highway 17A (at Highway 99) Delta, BC
If you have any questions about the upcoming open house or the project, please feel free to contact me.
Best regards,
Todd Croll

Todd Croll
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary
T +1 604 267 5217
M +1 604 760 3614
GCT Global Container Terminals Inc.
Suite 610 - 375 Water Street
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 5C6
globalterminals.com

Appendix 6
Information Session Flyer

Tsawwassen Map

Tsawwassen First Nation Area Map

Appendix 7
Newspaper Advertisement

Appendix 8
Delta Council Meeting Presentation

